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THE CONTEXT

Currently, one of the main concerns that

One of the solutions to this challenge is the

companies face is to manage, analyze and

adoption of a holistic strategy for managing

create valuable information from a huge

and exploiting information from rich visuals

volume of data. The exponential speed

through a tool with the capacity to do so. For

of technological innovation and today’s

this purpose, EDP decided to adopt Microsoft’s

information management challenges need

Power BI tool as a corporate solution that helps

a systemic approach.

explore and visualize data to support faster
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THE CHALLENGE

EDP started its digital transformation process in
2017. Among the various challenges presented,
EDP’s Digital Global Unit understood that
there were opportunities to be explored and
improvements to be developed in the extraction
of data value and the creation of automatisms,
since the existing ones were time-consuming and
required a much heavier resource allocation.

The project aimed to develop quick wins through
data exploration and dynamic dashboards that
would provide informed decision-making solutions
to the various Business Units of the EDP Group.
Once these solutions were implemented, they
would change the way of analyzing, visualizing
and reporting the multiple business indicators
within the EDP Group. Mandated to manage this
implementation in the different Business Units of
the EDP, the Digital Global Unit quickly concluded
that it was necessary to add value and expertise to
the work done so far internally.

Singularity Digital Enterprise (Singularity DE) was challenged by
the Digital Global Unit to join this ambitious project and present a
Power BI training strategy for EDP to accelerate the adoption of this
tool, based on best market practices.

To this end, Singularity DE outlined the following action plan:
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01

Design a corporate architecture for implementing

02

Implement maturity level diagnostics regarding the

03

Adoption of Quick Wins approach through the

04

Design of a “Best Practice’s Reference Guide” for all

Microsoft’s Power BI.

adoption of Microsoft ’s Power BI in several EDP
Business Units.

implementation of several “Power BI in a Box”.

employees (Power BI Electronic Booklet).
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THE SOLUTION
The project was started by Singularity’s
Power BI and AI Competence Center with
the development of the Microsoft’s Power
BI architecture as a corporate tool for the
EDP Group. A joint team was created with
the responsibility of identifying the different
scenarios in which Microsoft Power BI could be
efficiently used and easily implemented within
the EDP Group.

Once the architecture was
created, Singularity DE proceeded
with the diagnosis of the maturity
level regarding Microsoft’s Power
BI usage in 10 Business Units.
To this end, Singularity DE applied a structured
analysis model, tailored to EDP, named Singularity
Maturity Analytics Report Toolset – SMART, a
solution that consists of an evaluation system
with five levels of increasing maturity with a
structure composed of five categories of analysis:
data integration, data model, analytical model,
exploration and governance.
The results concluded that, in general, the analyzed
projects already revealed a state of positive
maturity concerning data visualization goodpractices and development guidelines. However,
the Digital Global Unit had more ambitious goals
and in line with the recommendations presented by
Singularity DE.
These recommendations were presented by
typology and with an effort/impact logic for EDP.
They pointed out several areas of improvement,
the corresponding implementation periods and
their effect in accordance with the objectives and
ambitions set by the business unit.
Given the recommendations, both Singularity
DE and the Digital Global Unit agreed that the
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organization faced challenges associated with
a more holistic adoption of good practices for
the implementation of data analysis and data
visualization mechanisms.
Singularity DE suggested, developed and
implemented a series of action-plans to adopt a
“best practices” approach for data analysis and
data visualization by standardizing and normalizing
these methods among all teams. This resulted in
an immediate efficiency boost for the business and
more stable productivity levels.
Several Quick Wins were identified for easy
implementation and high impact in the various
Business Units analyzed. Among these Quick Wins,
the implementation of 10 Power BI in-a-Box stands
out. This is a proprietary solution, from Singularity
DE, that guarantees a quick implementation with
immediate results for the business.
Singularity DE also created a Power BI Electronic
Booklet. A reference guide developed from
scratch to support Microsoft Power BI training and
standardize good practices between departments
and EDP employees.
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RESULTS AND BENEFITS
Over a period of 2 years, Singularity’s Power BI and
AI Competence Center team and the Digital Global
Unit team developed and implemented a blueprint
plan for the adoption of Microsoft’s Power BI in
the EDP. This was achieved through architecture,
diagnosis and transversal implementation of Power
BI in-a-Box in 10 different Business Units and the
creation of a best-practices booklet. The appealing
graphical visualization of the information allowed
end users to learn and work more efficiently with
the data.
The good relationship between the teams and the
commitment of all EDP employees who participated
indirectly in this work played an important role in
the high level of success achieved. The Singularity
DE team worked very closely with the various EDP
teams, analyzing all the information provided and
understanding exactly which issues had higher
priority for the company’s employees. In the
end, the feedback from the various internal EDP
teams was excellent, highlighting the efficient
work method and team spirit of Singularity DE

Singularity DE ensures that what is complex can be
presented through smart and beautiful visualizations.
They understand our business needs and deliver high
business value (in quick-wins or complex projects). They
are one of our preferred partners to deal with Power BI
challenges (among other Microsoft tools).

José Ferrari Careto
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professionals.
Singularity DE resorted to its “get things right, on
time and budget” philosophy, by understanding the
real and specific needs of the various stakeholders
of the EDP Group. This way, Singularity DE was
able to quickly and efficiently deliver high-value
solutions to the business units.
The goals set by the Digital Global Unit were
fulfilled. All teams involved got access to the same
data, in a fast, accessible and intuitive way to gain
more and better insights for quick decision making.
EDP achieved significant efficiency gains in these
Business Units.
The Digital Global Unit considers Singularity DE
as one of its main partners for their business-data
analysis and visualization projects, no matter the
complexity level.

At a time when digital competences play a fundamental
role in organizations, EDP’s training in powerful
analytical tools such as Power BI, demonstrates a
organization and, above all, prepared for future
challenges, where the information will be absolutely
structuring.

Manuel Dias
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BIG NUMBERS
OVER

2100
DASHBOARDS
AND

8200

REPORTS DEVELOPED
FOR EDP GROUP

161

TRAINEES IN POWER
BI DIVIDED IN

15

CLASSES
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47

POWER BI QUICK
WINS IMPLEMENTED
INVOLVING

118
PEOPLE
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ABOUT SDE
Singularity Digital Enterprise was created in 2016 to transform
organizations’ data into real competitive advantages for the
business, with products and services developed through Data
Science, A.I. and Machine Learning. In 2019, SDE created its
Power BI & AI Competence Center to develop specialized projects based on the Microsoft Power Platform. Currently, Singularity has a robust client portfolio, which includes the largest
Portuguese accounts.

ABOUT EDP
We are a global energy company, present in 19 countries, in 4
continents.
Throughout more than 40 years of history, we have been building a relevant presence in the world energy scene, with activity
in the generation, distribution of electricity and commercialization of energy and services.
With over 11 million customers and around 12 thousand employees, EDP’s energy is made of commitment, proximity, innovation and responsibility.
EDP’s energy is contagious and drives us to explore, create new
things and innovate. Every step we take, every community we
meet, make us feel a greater connection with nature and everything around us. An energy that transforms, reinvents and cre-

ABOUT MICROSOFT
Founded in 1975, Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT”) is a world leader in
software, cloud, services, devices and solutions to help people
and businesses reach their full potential.
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Singularity Digital Enterprise
Alameda dos Oceanos, nº27 Escritório 3
Parque das Nações 1990-197 Lisboa PORTUGAL
+351 215 840 665 / info@singularityde.com

singularityde.com

